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ABSTRACT
Increasingly cyber attacks target the inner rings of a computer system, and they have seriously undermined the
integrity of the entire computer systems. We focus on the threat posed by smart phone root kits. Root kits are
malware that stealthily modify operating system code and data to achieve malicious goals, and have long been a
problem for desktops. We propose, in this paper, an autonomic architecture called SHARK. Secure Hardware
support Against Root Kit by employing hardware support to provide system-level security without trusting the
software stack, including the OS kernel. Smart phones expose several unique interfaces, such as voice, GPS and
battery that root kits can exploit in novel ways. The emergence of hardware virtualization technology has led
to the development of OS independent malware such as the Virtual Machine based rootkits (VMBRs). We draw
attention to a different but related threat that exists on many commodity systems in operation today: The
System Management Mode based root kit (SMBR). System Management Mode (SMM) is a relatively obscure
mode on Intel processors used for low-level hardware control the predictable nature of real-time embedded
applications. We introduce Memory Heat Map (MHM) to characterize the memory behavior of the operating
system. Our machine learning algorithms automatically summarize the information contained in the MHMs
and then detect deviations from the normal memory behavior patterns. Normally kernel can be protected by
using three different strategies which includes monitoring the invoked process snooping the incoming packets
at network level and establishing trust of a process by using TCB(Trusted computing Base updated by the admin)
different methods in different layer for example In network layer by snooping incoming packets.
Keywords: Kernel, OS, Process monitoring, Malware analysis, Virtual Machine Monitor, memory heat map,
real-time systems, Malware, Virtualization, Operating System Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

smart phones are just as vulnerable as desktop
operating systems to kernel-level root kits. Root kits

Over the last tend the decreasing cost of advanced
computing and communication hardware has access

are malware that achieve their malicious goals by
infecting the operating system [3]. We propose a

mobile phones to evolve into general purpose

process context-aware architecture called SHARK is

computing platforms. Over 115 million such smart

identify process contexts that are utilizing hardware

phones uses worldwide in 2007 [1]. These phones are

resources without the OS’ decree. By making use of

equipped with a rich set of hardware interfaces and

such architecture system administrators can directly

application programs that let users interact better with

examine the feedback provided by the underlying
hardware and compare it against the OS retrieved data

the cyber and the physical worlds [2]. We show that
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to know the state of the un-trusted OS [4]. In this

libraries on disk with Trojan versions which would

work we focus on techniques to reveal malware

hide malicious objects owned by the attacker [11].

applications

and

Memory subversion was first implemented the

hypervisors running in stealth. To the best of our

Shadow Walker root kit demonstrated that it was

knowledge this is the first effort using a synergistic

possible to control the view of memory regions seen

micro architecture and OS technique to address the

by the operating System and other processes by

root kit exploits [5]. Location tracking with GPS

hooking the paging mechanism and exploiting the

presents a root kit that compromises privacy of a

Intel split TLB architecture [12]. Using these

victim’s location. When an attacker sends a command

techniques it was capable of hiding both its own code

to a root kit infected phone the root kit queries the

and changes to other Operating System components.

GPS device and sends the victim’s coordinates to the

This enabled it to fool both signature and heuristic

attacker[6]. Denial of service via battery exhaustion

based scans [13]. Virtual-machine based root kits have

smart phones is battery operated and is hence resource

many characteristics in common with the System

constrained. We demonstrate a root kit that stealthily

Management Mode based root kit presented it hides

exhausts a smart phone’s battery. This attack renders

its code footprint using memory virtualization

the phone unusable when its user needs [7].

supports nested virtual machine monitors, and

Unfortunately, these techniques are useless against

implements countermeasures against timing based

Virtual Machine Based Root kits (VMBRs) which have

detections [14]. Our solution is used to the emerging

the ability to exist independently of any OS. Such root
kits are able to exert an alarming degree of control

DDR4 by integrating our new components with the
DDR4 switch fabric a topic of future research [15]. For

without modifying a single byte in the Operating

fully buffered DRAM it is crucial that we have to

System [8]. This process is invisible to the OS. Once

make sure that there is no performance penalty with

installed the VMM is capable of transparently

the inspection of the memory traffic because such

intercepting

overhead will likely violate DRAM time constraint

malware

and

virtual

modifying

machines

states

and

events

occurring in the virtualized OS. The VMBR has

and render the solution useless [16].

virtualized memory its code footprint will also be
invisible. These things make a VMBR extremely

III. SHARK ARCHITECTURE

difficult to detect [9].
After exploring possible architectural method it is
evident that all the shortcomings were due to the
tightly coupled dependency of these mechanisms with
the OS itself which could have already been
compromised [17]. As such detecting root kits with
OS direct intervention will always fail to address this
Figure 1. Architecture Overview of FB-DIMM

II. RELATED WORK
Root kit detection tools on desktop computer systems
are largely centered on known techniques used by
root kits to hide their presence [10]. Early root kits
operated by replacing system binaries and shared

issue once and for all users to design processor
architecture to be process context-aware [18]. We
propose a novel processor architecture called SHARK,
which stands for Secure Hardware support Against
Root Kit. In a SHARK processor the master control of
processes is delegated to the hardware for enforcing
the security of process contexts [19]. Hardware
Assisted PID Generation Process Page Table
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Encryption

and

Decryption,

and

Process

Authentication into one processor These mechanisms
are implemented within the SHARK security manager,
a hardware-based micro architectural extension while
working seamlessly with the OS. The following
sections detail each component in SHARK [20].

Figure 3. The secure architecture for memory using
memometer
A. HARDWARE

ASSISTED

INTEGRITY

MONITOR
Hyper Check is composed of three key components:
the physical memory acquiring module the analysis
module and the CPU register checking module. The
memory acquiring module reads the contents of the
physical memory of the machine and sends them to
the analysis module [23]. It checks the memory
Figure 2. Architectural Support for SHARK Processor

IV. MEMORY HEAT MAP

contents and verifies if anything is altered the CPU
register checking module reads the registers and
validates their integrity [24]. We use hardware a PCI
Ethernet card as a memory acquiring module and

A memory region is divided into cells, each with a size

SMM to read the CPU registers. Usually, Ethernet

each cell counts the number of accesses to a region of

cards are PCI devices with bus master mode enabled

size δ for a specified time interval. One can even

and are able to read the physical memory through

consider it to be the temperature of each cell. The

DMA which does not need help from CPU [25]. SMM

temperature of each cell on its own may not reveal
useful information; due to variations caused by

is an independent operating mode and could be made

numerous factors the state of the entire map may

and privileged domains cannot run [26]. PCI devices

reveal important system activities [21]. An MHM

cannot read the CPU registers, thereby failing to

represents a composition of memory accesses from a

detect this kind of attacks. By using SMM, Hyper

variety of system activities due to applications and OS.

Check can examine the registers and report the

MHM can be represented by a weighted combination

suspicious modifications [27].

inaccessible from protected mode hence hypervisor

of the primary activities; where the weights represent
their contributions to the MHM [22].
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3. Finally, the attacker clears the D_OPEN bit and sets
the D_LCK bit. This has the effect of making SMRAM
invisible to everything other than the subverted SMI
handler and of locking the SMRAMC register so that
it can no longer be modified.
C. ROOTKITS ON SMART PHONES
We present three proof-of-concept root kits that we
developed to illustrate the threat that they pose to

Figure 4. Hyper check

smart phones. We chose this platform because (a)
B.

Linux source code is freely available, thereby allowing

SMM Memory Space

The System Management Memory Space (SMRAM) is

us to study and modify its data structures at will; and

used to hold the processor state information saved

(b)

upon an entry to SMM the SMI handler and its

experimentation it allows end-users to re-flash the

associated data [28]. The Intel chipset documentation

phone with newer versions of the operating system

defines three locations for SMRAM: Compatible, High

[30]. We expect that these LKMs will be delivered via

Memory Segment (HSEG), and Top of Memory

other mechanisms after an attacker has compromised

Segment (TSEG). Structurally the SMRAM space
consists of a state save area and the System

a network-facing application or via a drive by-

the

Neo

Free

runner

allows

for

easy

Management Interrupt (SMI) handler. The remaining

download attack presents the lines of code needed to
implement each attack, and the size of the

space is available for use by the handler for data and

corresponding kernel module. it stealthily dials the

stack storage. An internal processor register called

attacker’s phone is listen into or remotely record

SMBASE holds the physical address pointer to the

ongoing conversations. Alternatively, the root kit

start of the SMRAM space [29]. The SMBASE value is

could trigger when the victim dials a number [31].

also stored in the state save area. Furthermore, the
state save area is located at an offset from the
beginning of SMRAM in physical memory.

Figure 6. The GSM root kit intercepts

Figure 5. SMRAM memory accesses
1. On a host machine, an attacker makes SMRAM
visible from security mode for reading and writing by
setting the D_OPEN bit.
2. Once D_OPEN is set, the attacker copies the root
kit SMM handler code to the handler security
SMRAM as defined by the Intel documentation.

of

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate the
proposed

SHARK Security

Manager. First, we

evaluated the practicality and strength of the proposed
scheme against malware running in stealth using real
kernel root kits available on Linux. We performed
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performance experiments to quantify the overheads

prevention and that a closer relationship between

incurred by the SHARK architecture. We obtained

security researchers and hardware developers should

cycle information from VirtutechSimics with its cache

be fostered. We also plan to extend the architecture to

model enabled. Staller will stall the cycle accounting

support more than two cores and evaluate the

mechanism whenever a cache miss occurs. The

required hardware changes, and to explore Deep

moment when the root kit is being loaded is

Learning-based technique to deal with more complex

distinguishable as expected after the launch the traffic

embedded systems. Virtual machine security is very

does not show abnormalities in terms of the volume.

important in cloud computing, we have discussed

This is because the root kit still calls the original read

various virtual machine architectures & its techniques

handler which resides in the region being monitored.

to prevent malicious attacks in kernel.
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